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ABSTRACT

Ion Current Rectification in Nano/Micro-Fluidic Interfaces and Pulsed Glow Discharge Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometric Chemical Speciation

Han Wang

Microfluidics continues to be of interest for analyzing chemical and biological samples because of the disposability, portability, low sample consumption, fast analysis time, and parallel analysis potential for multiple samples in a single device. To improve microfluidic device functionality, integrated systems-nanofluidic/microfluidic interfaces (NMIs) have been fabricated for concentrating samples and performing as molecular gates. Ion current rectification has been confirmed in NMI with an asymmetric system. In chapter 2, the asymmetry of the NMI is systematically altered by varying the inner diameter of the nanocapillary membrane (NCM) reservoir, and the current rectification factor is observed to increase as the inner diameter of NCM reservoir increases. The data provide a new approach to tune the ion current rectification of NMIs and strengthen the fundamental knowledge of how these devices function.

Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) is a well-established technique for the direct analysis of elements in solid samples. The introduction of pulsed glow discharge makes the internal energy of GD plasma tunable so that the specific desired ion signal
profiles can be obtained and used for chemical speciation. For example, the elemental, structural, and molecular information of organic molecules have been obtained nearly simultaneously using glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GDToFMS) coupled with gas chromatography. With careful control of operating parameters of pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GDToFMS), specific cluster ions or ion abundance ratios can be used for speciation of chromium oxides, manganese oxides, and iron oxides.

Chapters 3 and 4 focus on extending the application of pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry for chemical speciation. Chapter 3 is the analysis of cysteine using pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry. The characteristic fragment ion at m/z 76 is used for the quantitative analysis for cysteine. The calibration curve for cysteine standards obtained exhibits good linearity. In chapter 4, the application of pulsed glow discharge mass spectrometry is extended to direct Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y} speciation. The effect of variations in temporal and spatial sampling along with variations in operating power on analyte ion signal distributions are studied and discussed. Under optimized conditions, the differentiation of three niobium oxides is achieved by comparison of ion abundance ratios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Ion Current Rectification in Nanofluidic/Microfluidic Interfaces

1.1.1 Nanofluidic/Microfluidic Interfaces

Microfluidics continues to be of great interest for the analysis of chemical and biological samples because of the disposability, portability, low sample consumption, fast analysis time, and capability of parallel analysis for multiple samples in a single device. Various processes have been successfully performed in the microfluidic systems, such as separation, purification and chemical reaction.\textsuperscript{1-3} To improve microfluidic device functionality, nanofluidic elements can be integrated into the microfluidic devices to make nanofluidic/microfluidic interfaces (NMIs). One of the important applications of NMIs is as a concentrator for sample enrichment.\textsuperscript{2-6} In addition, NMIs are proven to perform as molecular gates.\textsuperscript{7-9} These functions of NMIs originate from their unique mass transport properties induced by the ion permselectivity of nanofluidic elements.\textsuperscript{4-5,10}

The ion permselectivity of nanofluidic elements is related to their size and thickness of electric double layer.\textsuperscript{11} The electric double layer is the region in the electrolyte solution close to the charged surface of channel that has an excess of
counterions (ions of opposite charge to that of the surface), compared with coions, to balance the surface charge. The double layer at a negatively charged surface is shown in Figure 1.1. The electric double layer consists of the Stern layer and the diffuse layer. The Stern layer, tightly absorbed by charged surface, is an immobile layer of cations. The remaining negative charge is balanced by large number of cations exist in diffuse layer which is free to move.\textsuperscript{12-13}

![Electric double layer](image)

**Figure 1.1** Electric double layer created by negatively charged surface and nearby cations.\textsuperscript{13}

Ion transport through nanochannels can be much different than in larger systems because the double layer thickness can be on the same order of magnitude as the nanochannel radius. The thickness of the electric double layer is inversely proportional to the square root of the electrolyte concentration.\textsuperscript{10-12} As shown in Figure 1.2, the electric double layer gets thicker with lower concentration of solution. When the double layer thickness exceeds the nanochannel radius, double layer overlap is said to exist. With the
appropriate nanochannel diameter and ionic concentration, the surface charge of the nanochannel cannot be totally compensated by solution. Consequently, the charged surface of nanochannel repels the coions, exhibits preferential transport of counterions and becomes permselective.\textsuperscript{10-11, 14}

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.2** Schematic sketch of the effect of electrolyte concentration on the EDL thickness.

When the ion permselective nanofluidic elements are incorporated into microfluidic devices to form NMI, concentration polarization (CP) develops upon the application of an electric field. A permselective material can be either cation permselective or anion permselective. A cation permselective material readily passes cations, and hinders transport of anions; while an anion permselective material readily passes anions, and hinders transport of cations.\textsuperscript{10-11} As shown in Figure 1.3, a nanocapillary with excess negative surface charge is cation permselective. When the electric field is applied, it will
allow the cations (counterions) to migrate through the nanocapillary more readily than anions (coions). On the cathodic side of nanocapillary, the transport of anions toward the interface is faster than that into the nanocapillary. Consequently, the anions are accumulated at the cathodic side of nanocapillary and cations are also enriched at the cathodic side to maintain the electroneutrality. On the opposite side of the nanocapillary, the cations move into the nanocapillary and are not replaced by cations moving toward the interface as rapidly as they move into the nanocapillary. This flux imbalance creates a zone that is depleted in cations and anions, to maintain charge neutrality. Therefore, CP induces an ion depleted zone on the anodic side of the nanocapillary and an ion enriched zone on the cathodic side of the nanocapillary.\textsuperscript{10-15} CP at NMIs can be used for ion current rectification.\textsuperscript{16-17}

\textbf{Figure 1.3} Schematic of concentration polarization (CP) at a microfluidic/nanofluidic interface.\textsuperscript{15}
1.1.2 Ion Current Rectification at Nanofluidic/Microfluidic Interfaces

Ion current rectification produces a greater flow of current in one direction than in the opposite direction. It is characterized by a diode-like asymmetric current-voltage (I-V) curve, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. The degree of ion current rectification is evaluated by a current rectification factor, which is the ratio of “on” state current to “off” state current at voltages with opposite polarities but same magnitude. Ion current rectification has been achieved by incorporating asymmetry into the system, which is most commonly achieved through differential coatings or the use of asymmetric channel geometry.\textsuperscript{14, 18-20} Additionally, ion current rectification has been observed in systems that are not strictly nanofluidic, including conical microscale pores, and nanofluidic/microfluidic interfaces (NMIs).\textsuperscript{16-17, 21}
1.1.3 Fabrication of Nanofluidic/Microfluidic Interfaces

Microfluidic devices are usually made from common materials, like glass, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and polydimethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Fabrication of glass devices is achieved usually through photolithography and wet chemical etching techniques. The devices used in present work are PDMS devices, and the fabrication procedures are described below.
Generally, PDMS devices with microchannels are fabricated through three main procedures: (1) fabrication of a master, (2) fabrication of PDMS pieces, and (3) irreversible bonding between PDMS pieces. First, a silicon wafer is used to make the master which has the micro-sized pattern to be used to make a microchannel in the second step. The fabrication of the silicon master is achieved using photolithography technique, which uses ultraviolet (UV) light to transfer the pattern from a photomask to the silicon wafer, as shown in Figure 1.5. The transparent areas of the photomask are used to define the microfluidic channels. At first, the photoresist is spin coated to the desired thickness, and pre-baked on the hot plate. After that, the photoresist coated silicon wafer is covered by the photomask, polymerized by exposure to UV-light for a set amount of time, and post-baked. Finally, the unexposed part is removed by immersing the wafer in developer. In this way, the photoresist master is formed with desired patterns on it. Next, the PDMS pieces are made separately and then assembled to fabricate the desired device. A mixture of PDMS prepolymer and the curing agent is degassed to remove all the bubbles and poured to suitable master and mold to make PDMS pieces. To make the thinner patterned layer of the PDMS, the PDMS mixture on the photoresist master usually is spin coated and cured. Finally, the PDMS pieces are plasma treated using a surface Plasma Cleaner and irreversibly bonded together.
Figure 1.5 Procedures for fabrication of photoresist master using photolithography technique.

Nanofluidic elements used in the NMIs are usually nanochannels or nanocapillary membranes (NCMs). Generally, the nanochannel is fabricated directly from the substrate using machining or etching technique. In addition, electric breakdown is used to produce
the nanochannel. The nanofluidic element used in chapter 2 is a track-etched polycarbonate NCM membrane, which can be purchased with a range of different pore sizes from 10 nm to 20 μm. The 10nm pores of NCM are usually smaller than most nanochannels formed in the microfluidic devices.\textsuperscript{4,15}
1.2 Chemical Speciation Using Pulsed Glow Discharge Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry

1.2.1 Glow Discharge Plasma

The basic components and structure of a glow discharge source are shown in Figure 1.6. Generally, the analytical glow discharge source is filled with inert gas (usually Ar) at a pressure about 0.1-10.0 Torr. The sample serves as cathode, and the grounded glow discharge chamber wall is designated as anode in most glow discharge sources. A potential difference (250-2000 V) is applied between cathode (-) and anode (+) to initiate electrical breakdown of the discharge gas and form the luminous discharge, known as glow discharge plasma. This electrical breakdown causes formation of free electrons and positively charged ions (e.g. Ar⁺)\textsuperscript{22-23}. 
The two plasma regions shown in Figure 1.6 are most relevant in analytical chemistry: the cathode dark space and the negative glow. In addition to those regions, glow discharge plasmas may also exhibit additional regions - Aston dark space, cathode layer, faraday dark space, positive column, anode dark space and anode glow. However, these regions provide little useful analytical information.

The cathode dark space is a thin layer with low luminosity near the cathode. This region is dark due to the low possibility for collisional excitation required for emission of light. The majority (80%) of the voltage is dropped across this dark region because electrons are repelled from cathode to form a positive space charge surrounding cathode.
In this strong electric field, argon ions are accelerated toward the negatively charged cathode, strike the cathode surface, and transfer their kinetic energy to the surface. The solid sample is converted into the gas phase by cathodic sputtering. When near-surface analyte species obtain enough energy to overcome lattice binding, cathodic sputtering occurs, releasing neutral species of cathode surface material, clusters and secondary electrons.\textsuperscript{26-28} The sputtered neutral cathode species can diffuse into negative glow region. The secondary electrons ejected in cathodic sputtering are accelerated to the negative glow, contributing both electrons and energy to the discharge.\textsuperscript{29}

As shown in Figure 1.6, adjacent to the cathode dark space is the bright blue/purple (if using argon as discharge gas) luminous region known as negative glow, which is essentially field free. Generally, this region contains various species: fast (energetic) secondary electrons, slow (thermalized) electrons, metastable atoms, and ions. Therefore, many collisional excitation and ionization reactions occur in the negative glow region, which makes glow discharge very useful in analytical chemistry applications. For example, emission of characteristic glow from atoms excited by electrons can be detected by atomic emission spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{22,25} There are three common collisional processes in glow discharge that provide ionization: electron ionization, Penning ionization and charge transfer ionization. The majority of sample ions are generated through electron ionization and Penning ionization. These ionization processes make the glow discharge useful for mass spectrometric analysis.\textsuperscript{23}

Electron ionization occurs for discharge gas, argon, and sample species. Fast electrons were responsible for electron ionization in glow discharge plasma. Fast electrons obtain high kinetic energy through acceleration across the cathode dark space.
The fast primary electron collides inelastically with a neutral species, \( M^0 \), to remove one electron from the neutral, producing a positively charged ion and two slow electrons Equation (1-1). One slow electron is emitted from ionization reaction, and the other slow electron is produced from primary electron which has lost energy through inelastic collision with neutral particle.\(^{22} \) If the energy of fast electron is higher than ionization potential of colliding neutral particle, and the particle is polyatomic, fragmentation can occur in addition to ionization and excitation.\(^{23, 30} \) Fast electrons are important for sustaining glow discharge plasma because they can collide with argon atoms in discharge to generate more argon ions and new electrons through electron ionization.

\[
M^0 + e^- \text{ (fast)} \rightarrow M^+ + 2e^- \text{ (slow)} \tag{1-1}
\]

Slow (thermalized) electrons are important for ionization process because they are necessary to generate metastable argon atoms, \( \text{Ar}^m \), which are the Penning ionization reagent. Metastable argon atoms are formed by recombination of the argon ions with slow electrons Equation (1-2). In turn, the sputtered neutrals can collide with metastable argon atoms to produce the charged ions, a process known as Penning ionization Equation (1-3). This process only occurs when the energy of metastable argon is larger than the ionization potential of the analyte.\(^{22} \) The energy of metastable argon is 11.55 and 11.72 eV, which can ionize nearly all elements. However, atmospheric impurities (i.e. \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \)) in the discharge gas cannot be ionized by metastable argon. This is one advantage to use argon as glow discharge gas.\(^{27, 31} \) Additionally, Penning ionization contributes 40-80% of sputtered species ionization in a continuous glow discharge operating at 0.4 -1.2 Torr, 1 -5 mA, and 500-3500 V.\(^{32} \)
\[ \text{Ar}^+ + e^- (\text{slow}) \rightarrow \text{Ar}^m \]  
\[ \text{M}^0 + \text{Ar}^m \rightarrow \text{M}^+ + \text{Ar}^0 + e^- \]  

(1-2)  

(1-3)

In addition, Charge transfer (exchange) can be another mechanism for ionization in glow discharge. The sample can be ionized by transferring one electron to argon ion when a neutral collides with an argon ion. This process is known as charge transfer Equation (1-4). Unlike electron ionization and Penning ionization, charge transfer is a selective ionization mechanism because it only occurs when there is a small difference of energy between argon ion (15.8 eV) and product ion. Therefore, ionizations by electron ionization and Penning ionization are more favorable compared to charge transfer.

\[ \text{M} + \text{Ar}^+ \rightarrow \text{M}^+ + \text{Ar} \]  

(1-4)

1.2.2 Pulsed Glow Discharge

In glow discharge, a higher ion signal and lower limit of detection (LOD) can be achieved by increasing the operating power. This is because it results in an increase in the sputtering rate and ionization efficiency. For a glow discharge operated with continuous power, the maximum power is limited by overheating of the cathode, thermal emission, sample cracking, and instable glow discharge plasma. To solve this problem, a pulsed glow discharge is used to produce higher instantaneous power. Instead of continuous cathodic sputtering, the power is switched between “on” and “off” like a square-wave shape Figure 1.7, known as pulsed glow discharge. Figure 1.7 shows a
pulse period with 50% duty cycle. The cathodic temperature increasing during the “on” period is followed by cathodic cooling during the “off” period to avoid overheating. Therefore, the pulsed glow discharge can operate at higher instantaneous powers. In turn, more analytical species are sputtered and ionized in the glow discharge, enhancing the analytical signal and improving LOD and sensitivity. Compared to continuous glow discharge, the ion signal intensity was increased about 2 orders of magnitude by pulsed glow discharge with 50% duty cycle. Modulation of duty cycle allows adjustment of ion signal. There are more benefits for pulsed glow discharge plasma to be obtained by understanding three distinct temporal regimes: the prepeak, plateau, and afterpeak.\textsuperscript{34-35}

\textbf{Figure 1.7} Schematic representation of a millisecond GD power pulse.\textsuperscript{36}
1.2.2.1 Prepeak Regime

As described previously, the electrical breakdown of discharge gas occurs when the power is applied. The resulting energetic electrons can ionize gas species, which already exist in the glow discharge chamber. This process induces the surge in ion intensity of gas species (e.g. discharge gas Ar and contaminant gases H\textsubscript{2}O, CO\textsubscript{2}, and N\textsubscript{2}), termed as the prepeak regime (Figure 1.8 B).\textsuperscript{34,37} This process is dominated by electron ionization. The signals of sputtered species appear after the gas species because it takes some time for sputtered species to diffuse into negative glow and to be ionized.\textsuperscript{37}

1.2.2.2 Plateau regime

After the gas species ion signals reach maxima, they start to decline to a relatively stable value. Meanwhile, the sputtered species signals show up, increase, and reach a steady state. Ion signals of both gas species and sputtered species exist and remain at the steady state value until termination of the applied voltage. This period is called plateau regime. In this temporal region, the energetic electrons, metastable argon atoms, and argon ions all exist in a quasi-equilibrium state. Therefore, ionization in the plateau regime of pulsed glow discharge is a mixture of electron ionization, Penning ionization and charge transfer ionization, which is similar to a continuous glow discharge.\textsuperscript{29, 37}
Klingler et al. reported that mass spectrum from plateau regime is analogous to that from continuous glow discharge taken at the same voltage.\textsuperscript{34}

1.2.2.3 Afterpeak regime

After the applied voltage terminates, the sudden increase of ion signals for sputtered species indicates the beginning of the afterpeak regime of the pulsed glow discharge. Once ion signals of sputtered species reach the peak value, they decrease to the baseline of mass spectra. Instead of formation of a peak, the ion signals of gas species decay directly to the baseline value after termination of the power.\textsuperscript{35} The variation of ion signals for sputtered species and gas species in afterpeak portion are due to the change of the ionization environment in glow discharge plasma. Following the power off, the energetic electrons cannot be produced any more, and their population declines rapidly by inelastic collisions and diffusion to the wall, which makes the electron ionization extinguish. The thermalized electrons from collisions recombine with the argon ion to generate metastable argon atoms, which can engage in Penning ionization. The charge transfer halts because of the loss of argon ions. Due to a large amount of metastable argon atoms, Penning ionization becomes the dominant ionization mechanism in afterpeak regime.\textsuperscript{38-39} As mentioned before, metastable argon atoms can only ionize the species whose ionization potentials are lower than energy of metastable argon atoms (11.55 and 11.72 eV. Consequently, the ionization potentials of contaminant gas species (i.e. H$_2$O 12.6 eV, CO$_2$ 13.8 eV, and N$_2$ 15.6 eV) and discharge gas argon (15.8 eV) are
too high to be ionized by argon metastable argon atoms, so their ion signals decay fast after termination of the power.\textsuperscript{31} Therefore, analytically cleaner mass spectrum can be obtained in afterpeak regime. For the analytes which can be ionized by Penning ionization, their signals rise because of the increased population of metastable argon atoms. Moreover, the reduced electron density also contributes to the enhanced analyte ion signals by reducing the loss of analyte ions induced by recombination with electrons.\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{temporal_signal_profiles.png}
\caption{Temporal ion signal profiles in a pulsed glow discharge: (A) typical applied voltage, (B) gas species, (C) sputtered species.\textsuperscript{35}}
\end{figure}
In summary, the ion signals of gas species and sputtered species show the abnormal temporal pattern, which do not match the anticipated square-wave shape of power pulse. The gas species signals optimize in the prepeak regime, whereas sputtered species signals optimize in after peak regimes (Figure 1.8). Therefore, pulsed glow discharge not only can enhance the analytical signals, but also allows gas related interferences to be minimized and analytical signals to be discriminated from these interferences in afterpeak regime. For example, Lewis et al. utilize this advantage to analyze the $^{40}\text{Ca}^+$ in the presence of $^{40}\text{Ar}^+$ by pulsed glow discharge connected with a time gated detector.$^{40}$

Unlike steady state glow discharge, pulsed glow discharge can offer different ionization environments for an analyte because of three different time regimes. The time regime close to prepeak provides "hard" ionization by domination of highly energetic electron collisions, which can give higher degree of fragmentation and elemental information of an analyte molecule. For the plateau regime, the ionization environment is a combination of electron ionization, charge transfer, and Penning ionization, which gives rich structural information of the molecule. During the afterpeak regime, the relatively "soft" Penning ionization may produce molecular ions and larger fragment ions for each molecule. Therefore, different time resolved mass spectra, including elemental to molecular information, can be obtained by pulsed glow discharge coupled with time-resolved mass spectrometer, such as time-of-flight mass spectrometer.$^{41-43}$
1.2.3 Pulsed Glow Discharge Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry (GD-TOFMS)

A time of flight (TOF) mass analyzer is well suited to obtaining pulsed ion signals produced from pulsed glow discharge ion source. The big advantage of TOFMS is the fast analysis speed, which permits acquisition of the whole mass spectrum over a wide mass range for each glow discharge pulse. Compared to scanning analyzer, such as quadrupole and double-focusing, TOFMS decreases time for collection of the entire mass spectrum and minimizes the spectral error induced by temporal variation because of concurrent detection of ion signals.\textsuperscript{28, 44} Because of the fast analysis speed of TOFMS, a large amount of mass spectra can be obtained and averaged in a short time, lead to the enhancement of signal to noise ratio.\textsuperscript{45} In addition, TOFMS has high ion transmission efficiency.\textsuperscript{28} The inherent temporal selectivity of TOFMS enables detection of ions formed in different temporal regime during each pulse cycle.\textsuperscript{44} These characteristic advantages enable nearly concurrent acquisition of elemental, structural, and intact parent molecular information by pulsed GD-TOFMS.\textsuperscript{46}
Figure 1.9 Diagram of glow discharge time of flight and the setup of data acquisition.\textsuperscript{44}
The setup of pulsed GD-TOFMS and data acquisition is shown in Figure 1.9. The orthogonal positioning of flight tube relative to ion beam (X direction) increases resolution, because the dispersion of kinetic energy for ions from same m/z is reduced in flight tube direction (Z direction).\textsuperscript{28, 44} The ions formed in glow discharge source pass through the skimmer and enter the extraction region of TOF. There is a slit between the skimmer and extraction region to limit the spatial distribution of ions into the TOF. After ions enters TOF in X direction, they are held between repeller plate A1 and extraction grid A2 until injection by pulsing the repeller positive voltage at specific time. The application of micro second pulse voltage to the repeller is triggered by a digital delay generator (DDG) synchronized with a radio frequency (RF) power pulse, injecting the ions into the acceleration region between extraction grid A2 and accelerator grid. With application of an acceleration potential V, the ions is accelerated in Z direction towards the flight tube. After passing through the strong electric field, the potential energy $E_p$ of ions with mass $m$ and charge $z$ convert into kinetic energy $E_k$ and result in the final velocity $\nu$ of ions.

$$E_k = \frac{mv^2}{2} = zV = E_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (1-5)

After acceleration, the final velocity of ions is:

$$\nu = (2zV/m)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1-6)

The velocity of ions leaving the acceleration region is inversely proportional to their mass to charge ratio $m/z$. The ions with smaller $m/z$ have greater velocity. After acceleration, the ions enters and travels through the flight tube, which is a field free region, with a constant velocity. The time $t$ needed for ions traverse the tube with length $L$ is:
\[ t = \frac{L}{v} \]  

(1-7)

The \( v \) in Equation (1-7) is substituted by Equation (1-6) and gives the equation (1-8) as follows:

\[ t = L \left( \frac{m/z}{2V} \right)^{1/2} \]  

(1-8)

The time is directly related to the mass to charge ratio \( m/z \) of ions because of the same voltage and tube length. The ions with different \( m/z \) can be separated based on the different traveling time. The ions with larger \( m/z \) will travel slower in the flight tube and reach the detector later than ions with smaller \( m/z \).\(^{28}\)

The \( m/z \) can be obtained by measurement of flight time of ions through the tube:

\[ m/z = 2(\frac{V}{L^2}) t^2 \]  

(1-9)

The dual multichannel plate detector located at the end of the flight tube is used to measure the flight time of ions. The mass spectrometric signal is collected by an oscilloscope. The mass spectra data are averaged and transferred to the computer to produce a complete mass spectrum.
1.2.4 Application of Glow Discharge Mass Spectrometry (GDMS) for Chemical Speciation

Chemical speciation is the process to identify and quantify the different chemical species in a sample. Chemical speciation is important in many fields like environmental, nutritional, and pharmaceutical chemistry.\textsuperscript{30,47} GDMS is a well-established technique for the direct determination of elements in solid samples (i.e. geological materials).\textsuperscript{27,48} The introduction of pulsed glow discharge and other variation conditions (i.e. spatial variation and power) make internal energy tunable so that the chemical speciation can be performed at elemental, structural, and molecular level. This is a big advantage for GDMS used for chemical speciation.\textsuperscript{39,43,49} Fliegel \textit{et al.} analyzed gaseous species using GDMS coupled with gas chromatography (GC). They successfully showed elemental, structural, and molecular information was obtainable nearly simultaneously, and demonstrated the ability to quantify aromatics, halogenated hydrocarbons, and alcohol mixtures.\textsuperscript{30} Later on, the chemical speciation application of GDMS was extended to direct speciation of elemental oxidation state in solid state sample. At first, the elemental analysis is to identify the total concentration of the element in the sample.\textsuperscript{50} However, there is a great need for identification of oxidation state of the element because the element in different form can affect the properties of the material, such as toxicity, bioavailability, metabolism and transport.\textsuperscript{47, 51-52} For example, hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) is toxic, whereas trivalent chromium (Cr(III)) is an essential element needed for normal function of living organisms.\textsuperscript{52-53} GDMS has several advantages for elemental speciation. First, it is a direct elemental speciation method without sample dissolution and additional pretreatment
procedures (i.e. extraction, derivatization, or preconcentration). This direct speciation technique not only makes the analysis fast and convenient, but also allows analysis of the solid species in their native form to avoid changing oxidation state of species.53-54 Second, GDMS separates the sputtering and ionization processes in time and space leading to a decreased matrix dependence for analytical signal and minor variations in elemental sensitivity, generating representative population of species from the original sample.27, 36, 52 Previous research successfully used the specific cluster ion for direct speciation of chromium (III, VI) and manganese (II, IV) and quantify metal species in solid sample.52,54 Later on, Gu et al. demonstrate the ability to differentiation between FeO, Fe₂O₃, and Fe₃O₄ using ion abundance ratio comparisons.55
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Chapter 2

Controlling the Ion Current Rectification Factor of a Nanofluidic/Microfluidic Interface with Symmetric Nanocapillary Interconnects

Abstract

Previously ion current rectification has been confirmed in a nanofluidic/microfluidic interface with an asymmetric microfluidic/macrofluidic systems. In present work, the asymmetry of the NMI is systematically altered by varying the inner diameter of the NCM reservoir, and the current rectification factor is observed to increase as the NCM reservoir ID increases. Contributions from the change of solution resistance as a result of the change in the system asymmetry appear to play a primary role, while contributions from electroconvection in the NCM reservoir appear to have a secondary role. The data provide a new approach to tune the ion current rectification of NMIs and strengthen the fundamental knowledge of how these devices function.
2.1 Introduction

Ion current rectification is an important process in the function of biological ion pores, and it can provide enhanced functionality to microfluidic and nanofluidic systems. Ion current rectification can be used to create fluidic diodes for fluidic circuits, and has been used in analyte enrichment, sensing, and control of ion concentration in microfluidic and nanofluidic systems. Ion current rectification produces a greater flow of current in one direction than in the opposite direction, and a current-voltage (I-V) plot exhibits the characteristic asymmetric shape of a diode. The degree of ion current rectification is evaluated by a current rectification factor, which is the ratio of forward bias current to the reverse bias current. Initially, ion current rectification was believed to require nanoscale asymmetry, and a number of reports achieved ion current rectification with conical nanochannels or asymmetric coatings.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^6\) Using the same design reported here, ion current rectification has been observed in systems with symmetric nanochannels and asymmetry in fluidic channels that are connected to the opposite ends of the nanocapillaries.\(^5\) Additionally, ion current rectification has been achieved using microscale pores with different solutions on opposite side of the microscale pores.\(^6\)

Conical nanopores are an example of nanofluidic elements with asymmetric geometry that can rectify ionic current. Typically, conically shaped pores have a diameter on the nanoscale on the narrow side (the “tip”) and a larger diameter on the wide side (the “base”). For a conical nanopore with a charged surface, counterion transport is
enhanced in the tip to base direction, which forms the ion current rectification.\textsuperscript{7-8} The first report of ion current rectification was achieved using a nanopipette.\textsuperscript{9} In addition, asymmetric nanochannels made like funnels also showed ion current rectification behavior and the effect of the taper angle of the nanofluidic funnel to the current rectification ratio.\textsuperscript{10} Moreover, there are several researchers who focus on how to control the ion current rectification of the conical nanopore. It has been reported that the degree of ion current rectification can be affected by the diameter of the conical pore, and ion current rectification increases with decreasing tip diameter.\textsuperscript{11} Moreover, several methods have been reported that use surface modification and/or pH adjustment to tune ion current rectification. These studies show that surface charge is an important parameter to rectify ion current. For example, ion current rectification is not observed when the internal surface becomes neutral by changing pH or by modifying the surface. Changing the sign for the surface form negative to positive has been shown to reverse the direction of the ion current rectification.\textsuperscript{8,12-16} Ali \textit{et al} showed layer-by-layer deposition of polyelectrolytes into a conical pore to tune the ion current rectification ratio.\textsuperscript{17} In another example, the conical pore showed pH-tunable rectifying behavior after coating with pH-responsive polymer brush.\textsuperscript{18} Also, gold conical nanotubes are modified with DNA to control the ion current rectification.\textsuperscript{19}

In addition to using asymmetric geometry, nanochannels with asymmetric surface charge were used to rectify current and form nanofluidic diode. Daiguji \textit{et al} modeled a nanochannel with asymmetric or discontinuous surface charge and determined that it would perform as a fluidic diode and rectify ionic current.\textsuperscript{20} To produce surface charge discontinuity, Karnik \textit{et al} modified the nanochannel surface using the diffusion limited
patterning (DLP). Half of the nanochannel was coated with biotin which gives a neutral charge on the surface, and another half of the nanochannel had a positive charge due to the coverage with avidin. Ion current rectification was formed by coupling this chemically modified nanochannel with microchannels on either side.\textsuperscript{21} Instead of surface modification, ion current rectification was obtained by production of a SiO\textsubscript{2}-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} heterostructured nanotube which can show opposite charge between two ends of nanochannel at suitable pH.\textsuperscript{22} To further improve the control of ion current rectification and ion transport, an external field was applied to change the local surface charge density of the nanofluidic diode.\textsuperscript{23-26} For example, Guan et al introduced a single asymmetrically placed gate electrode or dual split-gate electrodes onto the top of the nanochannel to form the field-effect reconfigurable nanofluidic diodes.\textsuperscript{24} Because of asymmetric field effect, the symmetric nanochannel can form ion current rectification, and both the direction and degree of ion current rectification can be controlled by gate potential. Also, this diode can control the direction and magnitude of ion transport. Moreover, Vlassiouk and Siwy used the combination of geometric asymmetry and surface charge asymmetry to enhance ion current rectification of a conical pore.\textsuperscript{27} In addition, the ion current rectification was reported with a nanochannel with asymmetric concentration along the channel.\textsuperscript{28}

In addition to ion current rectification in nanopores introduced above, ion current rectification has also been observed in microscope conical pores with a heterogeneous liquid system. Mayer’s group demonstrated that ion current rectification can be produced by using micropore with heterogeneous solutions into and out of the “tip” of conical pore.\textsuperscript{6} Two sides of the tip of the conical pore were filled by solutions with different conductance.
When voltage applied, high-conductive solution was driven by electroosmotic flow (EOF) through the “tip” (2.2 µm) of the conical pore to form high current, and low current was formed when low conductive solution was driven through the tip. Our group also built a current rectifying system using an uncoated nanocapillary membrane (NCM) with symmetric nanochannels to couple a microchannel and a larger reservoir that have an asymmetric microfluidic system. The nanopore shows ion permselectivity when its size is comparable to the double layer thickness. When a voltage is applied through the nanopore, concentration polarization (CP) occurs due to the exclusion of co-ions. This creates an ion-depletion zone and an ion-enrichment zone on opposing sides of the nanopores.

Previously, we reported ion current rectification in nanofluidic/microfluidic interfaces (NMIs) with symmetric nanocapillaries, confirming that ion current rectification is not exclusively the result of nanoscale asymmetry. In these systems, the larger microfluidic/macrofluidic systems that the nanocapillaries are connected are asymmetric in size. Additionally, the cation permselectivity of the NCM causes concentration polarization (CP) enriched and depleted zones to form on opposite sides of the nanocapillaries. The asymmetry of the fluidic system is proposed to alter the length and stability of the CP depleted and enriched zones. The low current or “off” state is observed when the CP depleted zone is in the microchannel and the high current or “on” state is observed when the CP enriched zone is in the microchannel. The current rectification factor is equal to the high or “on” state current divided by the low or “off” state current observed when voltages of opposite polarity but same magnitude are applied. Herein, the asymmetry of the NMI is systematically altered by varying the inner diameter (ID) of
the NCM reservoir, and the current rectification factor is observed to increase as the NCM reservoir ID increases. Contributions from the change of solution resistance as a result of the change in the system asymmetry appear to play a primary role, while contributions from electroconvection in the NCM reservoir appear to have a secondary role. The data provide a new approach to tune the ion current rectification of NMs and strengthen the fundamental knowledge of how these devices function.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Reagents and Materials

SU-8 25 photoresist and SU-8 developer were purchased from MicoChem Corp. (Newton, MA). Tridecafluoro-1, 1, 2, 2-tetrahydrooctyl-1-trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies, Bristol, PA) was used as a silanizing agent to prevent the PDMS sticking to surface of silicon master. Sylgard 184 including PDMS prepolymer and the curing agent was obtained from Dow corning Corporation (Midland, MI).

Sodium phosphate electrolyte solution (10mM, pH 7.2) was made from sodium phosphate monobasic monohydrate (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, New Jersey) and sodium phosphate dibasic heptahydrate (Fisher Scientific Fair Lawn, New Jersey). Ultra-pure water (18.3 MΩ-cm) was obtained from Barnstead Nanopure Infinity Base Unit (Dubuque, IA).
Silicon wafer with a 10 cm diameter was purchased from Addison Engineering, Inc. (San Jose, CA). The track-etched polycarbonate (TE-PC) NCMs with 10nm pores (GE Osmonics Inc., Minnetonka, MN) were used to fabricate NMI based microfluidic devices.

2.2.2 Device Fabrication

In this study, the microfluidic/nanofluidic interfaces were formed with PDMS microfluidic devices and NCMs were used to provide the nanochannels. The microfluidic devices were designed such that the one (inlet) side of the device was similar in all cases while the inner diameter (ID) of the reservoir adjacent to the NCM (NCM reservoir) was varied on the other outlet side of the device. There were two basic microfluidic designs used in this work: one is symmetric device as shown in Figure 2.1a, and the other design is asymmetric as shown in Figure 2.1b. The symmetric device has similar microfluidic channels on both sides of the NCM. The horizontal channels are 100 µm in width and 40 µm in depth, and vertical channels have a 150 µm ID and 100 µm height. The asymmetric devices have a microfluidic inlet channel with the same dimensions as the symmetric device; however, the NCM reservoir has a greater dimension than the inlet side as shown in Figure 2.1b. A series of devices was fabricated with NCM reservoir having IDs of 150 µm, 300 µm, 625 µm and 850 µm and heights of ~1 cm. In these devices, the critical dimension (CD) is equal to the NCM reservoir ID.
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of PDMS microfluidic devices. (a) Design of symmetric device. (b) Design of asymmetric device. The ID of NCM reservoir of asymmetric device varies in 150 μm, 300 μm, 625 μm and 850 μm.
The fabrication procedure of NCM based NMI devices shown in Figure 2.1 included three main steps as described before.\textsuperscript{30} First, 3-D masters used in this work were fabricated from a 10 cm diameter silicon wafer (Addison Engineering, Inc., San Jose, CA) using SU 8-25 photoresist. Two layers were made to make 3-D photoresist master using photolithography technique. The second layer was made by repeating the photolithography process following the completion of first layer fabrication. The pattern of first layer was used to make the horizontal channels, and the posts on the second layer were used to make vertical channels with 100 µm height. At first, the photoresist was spin coated at 1000 rpm for 30 s to silicon wafer and pre-baked on the hot plate at 90 °C for 20 mins. After that, the photoresist coated silicon wafer was covered by the mask, exposed under UV-light (365 nm) for 30 s, and post-baked at 90 °C for 10 mins. Finally, the unexposed part was removed by immersing the wafer in SU-8 developer for 3 mins. The second layer was made by spin coated at 500 rpm for 15s and pre-baked at 90 °C for 2 hours. After that, the wafer was cooled to the temperature and exposed under UV-light for 220 s. Then the coated wafer was developed in SU-8 developer for 6mins. After coating of two layers photoresist to the wafer, the 3D master is hard baked at 150 °C for 30mins. Then the master surface was treated with tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl-1-trichlorosilane under the vacuum for 1h. Second, the PDMS pieces were made separately to fabricate the devices shown in Figure 2.1. A 10:1 mixture of PDMS prepolymer and the curing agent was degassed in a vacuum desiccator (Bel-art products, Pequannock, New Jersey) to remove all the bubbles and poured to suitable master molds to make PDMS pieces. To make the 100 µm patterned layer of the PDMS (with horizontal
channel and 100 µm vertical channels on it), the PDMS mixture on the 3D silicon master was spin coated at 1000 rpm for 30 s and cured on a hotplate at 90°C for 20 mins. The thick top and bottom layers were also made with PDMS by a plexiglass machined mold. The thick layers were cured at 70 °C for 2 hours. Finally, the top and bottom parts of PDMS pieces were plasma treated using a PDC-32G surface Plasma Cleaner (Harrick Scientific, Ossining, NY) and irreversibly bonded together with the NCM sandwiched in the middle as shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2.3 Current Measurements

Before each current measurement experiment, the microchannel and reservoirs were filled fresh 10mM sodium phosphate electrolyte solution at pH 7.2. Inlet reservoir and outlet reservoir were filled with 1mL phosphate buffer to make solution levels of two reservoirs equal. After each measurement, the solutions in the reservoirs were tested with pH paper to ensure the pH did not drift. To supply the electrical contact to the microfluidic channel, the platinum electrodes were placed in the reservoirs. In addition, the reservoirs are covered to minimize solution evaporation. A High Voltage Power Supply (TREK Model 610E) was used to apply potential to each reservoir through a program written by National Instruments Lab Windows/CVI 8.0. There were three voltage programs used in this study: One is for both symmetric and asymmetric devices the without NCM (150, 150,-150,-100,-50, 0, 10, 50,100,150 each 5mins); Second is for symmetric devices with NCM ( -150V,-150V, -150V, -150V, -150V -125V,-100V,-75V,-
50V, -10V, 0V, 0V, 150V, 150V, 150V, 150V, 150V, 100V, 75V, 50V, 10V each 5mins); The other is for asymmetric devices with NCM (similar to the second one except applying voltage at 150V 50mins). The longer times were used for larger voltages (+/- 150V) to ensure the time is long enough so that the current reach the quasi-steady state. Both negative voltages and positive voltages in the program were applied to the outlet reservoir. The current through the microfluidic channel was determined by measuring the voltage drop across the 10 kΩ resistor that was between the outlet reservoir and ground. The voltage was recorded using a digital multimeter (Agilent U1251A, Santa Clara, CA) connected with PC and Agilent GUI Data Logger software. The measured voltage values were converted to current using Ohm’s law. The average quasi-steady currents of 5 runs for each voltage were extracted from the current-time (I-t) plots to create the current-voltage plots (I-V).

2.3 Results and Discussion

Ion current rectification has been confirmed in a NMI fabricated with a NCM which has symmetric nanocapillaries that are nearly cylindrical. Ion current rectification is observed when there is asymmetry in the fluidic system to which the nanochannels are connected. In this study, the nanocapillaries are connected to a microfluidic channel on one side, and a larger solution reservoir on the opposite side of the NCM. To study its role in current rectification, the geometric asymmetry of the system on the current
rectification factor, the NCM reservoir ID is altered while the microchannel dimensions are held constant.

2.3.1 Discussion of I-V plots of Symmetric Devices and Asymmetric Devices

A first control uses an asymmetric microfluidic device with no NCM. Based on the I-V plot shown in Figure 2.2b, this device provides an Ohmic response and, as anticipated, ion current rectification is not observed. In this device, without the cation permselective NCM, CP enriched and depleted zones are not present. The second control uses a symmetric device with NCM centered between two identical microfluidic channels as shown in Figure 2.1a. As shown in Figure 2.2a, the reduced current is expected because the NCM causes formation of the CP depleted zone, and no current rectification is observed because the CP depleted zone is contained in an identical microchannel regardless of the bias of the applied voltage. Compared with the asymmetric microfluidic device with no NCM, the current is greatly reduced and the I-V response is symmetric in shape. For all the asymmetric devices with NCM, the current is much higher when positive voltage is applied to the NCM reservoir (the “on” state) as compared to negative voltage (the “off” state), producing an asymmetric I-V plot, known as ion current rectification. The degree of current rectification increases with larger ID of NCM reservoir.
Figure 2.2 I-V plots for symmetric device and asymmetric devices with different NCM reservoir ID. Each data point is the average quasi-steady currents of 5 runs for each voltage were extracted from the current-time (I-t) plots to build the current voltage plots (I-V).
2.3.2 Effect of Inner Diameter of NCM Reservoir on Ion Current Rectification Factor

The degree of ion current rectification is evaluated by a current rectification factor, which is the ratio of the “on” state current to the “off” state current observed when voltages of opposite polarity but same magnitude are applied. As shown in Figure 2.3 and Table 2.1, increasing the NCM reservoir ID increases the current rectification factor with the same voltage applied. The device with the least degree of asymmetry has a 150 µm ID NCM reservoir and yields a rectification factor of 2.7. As the NCM reservoir ID is increased to 300 µm, the rectification factor increases to 6.4; and as the NCM reservoir ID is increased to 625 µm, the rectification factor increases to 44. The device with the largest NCM reservoir, with an ID of 850 µm, produced the largest rectification factor of 75. From Table 2.1, it can be noted that the increase in the rectification factors follows the increase in the cross-sectional area.

Table 2.1 Cross-sectional area of NCM reservoir and current rectification factor at ±150 V for asymmetric devices with different ID of NCM reservoir.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID (µm)</th>
<th>Cross-sectional area (µm²)</th>
<th>Current rectification factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>17600</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>70600</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>307000</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>567000</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two mechanisms are likely to contribute to the ion current rectification, from the asymmetry of the larger fluidic system: a decrease in the solution resistance is possibly caused by the increase in the cross-sectional area of the NCM reservoir, and the increase of electroconvection in the NCM reservoir.

Three important fluidic regions exist in this system: the microchannel, the nanocapillaries, and the NCM reservoir. The resistance of each fluidic region is related
to its cross-sectional area when it is filled with a homogenous solution by the following equation:

\[ R = \frac{L}{A\sigma} \]  

(2-1)

Where \( R \) is the resistance, \( L \) is the reservoir length, \( A \) is the cross-sectional area, and \( \sigma \) is the conductivity. Because the different regions of the fluidic system are in series, the total resistance is simply the sum of the resistances of different fluidic regions. If any region has a very large resistance, it will dominate the resistance of the entire system.

The application of the voltage to the system causes the formation of CP enriched and depleted zones, as ionic current passes through the cation permselective nanocapillaries. In this system, the ion depleted zone is a region with larger resistance because of it has a lower ion concentration. Figure 2.4 shows CP when voltages of opposite polarity are applied. When a negative voltage is applied to the NCM reservoir, the CP depleted zone with low conductivity forms in the microchannel, as shown in Figure 2.4a, which has a small cross-sectional area and long length. The small cross-sectional area and long length of the low conductivity CP depleted zone, make this the current-limiting region of the system, and consequently, the “off” state or reverse bias current is observed (Figure 2.2). Conversely, when the polarity is reversed, the CP depleted zone forms in the NCM reservoir, and highly conductive CP enriched zone is in the microchannel (Figure 2.2b), and the increased “on” state currents are observed. At the same time, the CP depleted zone forms in the NCM reservoir, and as the ID of the NCM reservoir increases the cross-sectional area increases and length of the CP depleted zone decreases. Consequently, the decreased resistance, arising from increased cross-sectional area, causes the “on” state current to increase. Because the microchannel size is held constant on inlet side,
the "off" state currents are similar for the different devices with different NCM reservoir IDs. The observation that the current rectification factor increases with increased "on" state current arising from larger NCM reservoir ID, which as shown in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1, is consistent with the conceptual model presented here.

Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of the CP enrich zone and depleted zone at “on” state and “off” state.

In addition to the changes in cross-sectional area, the critical dimension of the NCM reservoir changes in this study. The critical dimension of the microchannel
corresponds to the microchannel height (100 µm, which is constant) and the critical
dimension of the NCM reservoir corresponds to its ID. Therefore, increasing the ID of
NCM reservoir while holding the dimensions of the microchannel constant also increases
the difference of their critical dimensions. Increasing the critical dimension increases the
propensity for convection, as described by the Reynold’s number: 32 The Reynold’s
number relates the inertial forces that induce convection to the viscous forces that
stabilize the fluid, and is expressed by eqn (2-2).

\[
Re = \frac{d_c \rho \langle u \rangle}{\eta}
\]  
(2-2)

Reynold’s number (Re) is directly related to the channel diameter \(d_c\), fluid density \(\rho\),
and flow velocity \(\langle u \rangle\), and inversely related to viscosity \(\eta\). Convection is effectively
suppressed in the microchannel because of the low Reynold’s number generated by small
critical dimension. While the velocity of the fluid through the system is very low, the
concentration gradients that result from CP provide significant convective forces. These
forces can disturb the diffusion layer and induces convective mixing of diffusion layer at
higher voltage, developing the electroconvection.

The electroconvection can induce the overlimiting current, which is observed in
asymmetric device with 850 µm NCM reservoir, as shown in Figure 2.2b. Similar
overlimiting current behavior was observed with similar NMI by Miller, et al.\textsuperscript{5} A more in-
derthorough discussion of electroconvection has been published by Rubenstein.\textsuperscript{33-34} Therefore,
the NCM reservoir with larger ID of NCM reservoir have more propensity for
electroconvection because of their larger Reynold’s number, especially at high voltage.
As shown in Figure 2.3, the current rectification factor increases with the voltage more
obviously in the asymmetric devices with larger NCM reservoir. This is probably due to occurrence of the electroconvection in the larger NCM reservoirs (i.e. 625 µm and 850 µm) while the solution is effectively stabilized by the smaller reservoirs. The greater electroconvection occurred at higher voltage is due to the greater force provided by electric field.\textsuperscript{33-34} Consequently, the current rectification factor increases with voltage in NMI with larger NCM reservoir.
2.4 Conclusions

In this study, the effect of the geometric asymmetry of NMIs with NCM with symmetric capillaries on ion current rectification is studied by altering the NCM reservoir. It was found that current rectification factor increases as the NCM reservoir ID increases. Two mechanisms are proposed to explain this observation: one is from the decrease of solution resistance caused by the increase in the cross-sectional area of the NCM reservoir, the other is from the increase of electroconvection in the NCM reservoir. The data provide a new approach to tune the ion current rectification of NMIs and strengthen the fundamental knowledge of how these devices function.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of Cysteine Using Pulsed Glow Discharge Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry

Abstract

Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) is successfully used for elemental analysis and metal speciation. The application of GDMS to quantification of the amino acid cysteine was studied in this work. With the pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry technique, the characteristic fragment ion of cysteine at m/z 76 is demonstrated as useful for quantitative analysis. The calibration curve for cysteine standards is obtained with this method exhibits good linearity ($R^2=0.9912$).
3.1 Introduction

Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) is a well-established technique for the direct analysis of conductive solid samples. GDMS has also been modified to analyze nonconductive solid samples, such as soils, ceramics, glasses and polymers.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\) For example, elemental analysis of both conductive solid (brass) and nonconductive solid (soil) were completed successfully using the radio frequency (rf)-powered GD coupled with MS.\(^5\) The desire to make GDMS a more versatile analytical technique has expanded its application to gaseous and liquid samples.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) One example of gas analysis by GDMS is the detection of 2, 4, 6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) in the ambient air using air as the discharge gas.\(^6\) Fliegel \textit{et al.} analyzed gaseous species using GDMS coupled with gas chromatography (GC). They successfully showed elemental, structural and molecular information was obtainable within a single analysis, and demonstrated the ability to quantify aromatics, halogenated hydrocarbons, and alcohol mixtures.\(^7\) GC coupled to GDMS was also used to determine selenomethionine in a biological sample.\(^8\)

The first analysis of liquids by GDMS was accomplished by depositing the solution onto the cathode, evaporating the solution to dryness, and sputtering the solution residue.\(^9\) By using this method, both organic and inorganic liquid samples have been analyzed using GDMS.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) One such example of inorganic liquid analysis is the measurement of Pt and Ir levels in solution at the sub-picogram level by GDMS.\(^10\) Using a similar sampling method, Mason and coworkers were able to use GDMS for the
elemental analysis of biological samples. In this study, Pb and Pt were quantitatively
determined in urine samples collected from patients treated with the anti-cancer drug
cisplatin. Mason and Milton also analyzed organic liquid samples including an amino
acid-tyrosine by GDMS and obtained mass spectra containing both the molecular ion
peak and fragment ion peaks.

Later on, both organic and inorganic liquid samples were analyzed by coupling the
particle beam (PB) interface with GDMS to introduce dry sample particles into the GD
source. The mass spectrum of an amino acid-tryptophan showed both the molecular ion
peak and fragment ion peaks, which is similar to a mass spectrum obtained from a
classic EI source. In addition, Matsumoto et al. detected various amino acids in liquid
samples by applying a GD chemical ionization (CI) source combined with a vacuum
nebulizer as a sample introduction system to connect with mass spectrometer. They used
GD instead of a filament in conventional CI to produce electrons to ionize the reacting
reagent solvent (like water). Most mass spectra of amino acids obtained in this research
were found to be similar to those obtained from conventional CI. They showed both
[M+H]+ and [M-COOH]+ ions, and the relative abundance of these two types of ion peaks
are different among a variety of amino acids.

Lubman and coworkers introduced nebulized liquid sample into the atmospheric
pressure glow discharge in helium to analyze organic samples including biological
molecules, drugs and pesticides. It was found that this ionization source was “soft”. A
majority of the protonated molecular ion [M+H]+ was observed in the mass spectra of
amino acids, such as tyrosine and tryptophan. For tyramine, only the [M+H]+ was shown
in the mass spectrum, and quantification analysis based on this peak was performed.
Cysteine is an amino acid present in many proteins and plays an important role in the biological system. It has been reported that the level of cysteine is related to various diseases. Therefore, the quantitative analysis of cysteine is very important. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), similar to GDMS, is capable of analyzing a variety of amino acids including cysteine using both the [M+H]⁺ and [M-COOH]⁺ ions. However, the quantification of cysteine has not been demonstrated for SIMS.

The present work demonstrates that the feasibility of a pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight method for cysteine analysis. It was found that the main characteristic fragment ion peak [M-COOH]⁺ for cysteine by rf-GDMS using argon as the discharge gas. The abundance of this fragment ion was much larger than that of other fragment ions, and no molecular ion was found in the mass spectrum. The use of this characteristic ion allows quantitative analysis of cysteine in solution, which could prove applicable to the quantification of cysteine in liquid samples (such as biological fluids) with refinements in sensitivity of the technique.
3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Sample Disk Design:

A copper rod (Alloy 110, McMaster-Carr Supply Company, Cleveland, OH) was machined to make two designs of copper disks, which were used as the glow discharge cathode. The first design is a flat copper disk with 5 mm diameter and 6 mm height. The second design is the same size copper disk but with a 3 mm diameter reservoir in the center. By comparing the dried sample residue between the flat copper disk and the copper disk with the reservoir in the center, it was found that most samples were deposited on the edge for the flat copper disk after evaporation of solvent. For the sample disk with a reservoir in the center, the sample is deposited uniformly on the bottom of the reservoir, and is more confined and concentrated in the center of the disk, which facilitates better analytical performance. To find the suitable depth and diameter of the reservoir, different sizes of reservoirs were used to deposit the cysteine on the copper disk. It was found that it was difficult to load enough sample solution to the copper disk if the size of the reservoir is too small. If the reservoir is too deep, the sample is hard to be sputtered out, and much of the sample remains attached to the wall of the reservoir. Finally, the reservoir with a 3 mm diameter and 1 mm depth was chosen for our experiments.
3.2.2 Preparation of Sample Residue on the Sample Disk

To achieve better analytical performance (i.e. reproducibility and calibration curve linearity) for analysis of cysteine by GD-MS, it is necessary to control several procedures to form a uniform and reproducible cysteine residue on the bottom of the copper disk during the sample preparation process. First, a suitable solvent for cysteine should be selected to deposit the sample onto the disk. To determine a suitable solvent, several solvents including pure water, 50/50 water/methanol and 50/50 water/acetonitrile were tested. Even though the addition of organic solvent makes the evaporation process faster, the cysteine sample cannot be deposited uniformly on the bottom surface of the copper disk by using mixed solvents. Pure water is chosen as solvent to form the homogenous sample residue on the surface. Second, evaporation rate was also very important to form a uniform sample residue on the bottom of the reservoir. It was found that some sample residue was left on the top of disk instead of the bottom of the reservoir if cysteine solution was dried in air. However, if the cysteine solution was dried in the vacuum desiccator with good sealing of connections, the evaporation of water would be fast enough (in 5 mins) to form a homogenous cysteine residue on the bottom of the copper disk. Third, the sample should be kept in the vacuum desiccator overnight to further drying to further remove water from the sample because the water may affect the formation process of analyte ions by lowering sputtering rate and quenching the formation of metastable argon atoms used to ionize the sample. If water remains in the different samples, the mass spectra of cysteine may not be reproducible. Fifth, the copper disk should be polished
and rinsed with solvent to form a fresh and clean surface after each run because previous studies have found that the sputtering in glow discharge can change the surface of the copper disk and affect the sensitivity and reproducibility.\textsuperscript{25}

To prepare cysteine residue used for analysis, the copper disks were baked for 40 mins in the oven at 110 °C before use. The copper disks were then cooled down in a vacuum desiccator (Bel-art products, Pequannock, New Jersey). 6 µL cysteine standard solutions with a series of concentrations (0 µg/ml, 10 µg/ml, 20 µg/ml, 30 µg/ml, and 40 µg/ml) were deposited to the reservoir of copper disks separately. The cysteine standard solution was prepared by dissolving the cysteine (99%, Acros Organics, Thermo Fisher Scientific, New Jersey, US) in deionized water (18.2 MΩ-cm, Barnstead Nanopure ultrapure water purification system, Waltham, MA). For the 0 µg/ml standard, pure deionized water was used to deposit on the copper disk. The solution loaded disks were kept in the vacuum desiccator overnight to form a cysteine residue film on the bottom of the reservoirs before analysis.

\textbf{3.2.3 Pulsed Glow Discharge TOF Mass Spectrometer}

The GD plasma was supplied by powering a 13.56 MHz radio frequency (RF) generator (Model RF 10-S, RF Plasma Product Inc., Marlton, NJ) coupled with an automatic matching network (Model AM-10, RF Plasma Product Inc., Marlton, NJ). The applied power, pulse width, and duty cycle were controlled by this rf power supply system in internal pulsing mode. For this study, the power was set at 80 W while the pulse width
was set at 2 ms with a duty cycle of 10%. Ultra pure argon (Airgas, Randor, PA), used as glow discharge support gas, was introduced into the glow discharge chamber. A metering valve was used to control the gas pressure at 0.3 Torr, which is monitored by a thermocouple pressure gauge (Varian, Lexington, MA).

Because the small amount of cysteine residue deposited on the cathode would be sputtered away from the surface in a short period of time, it would be hard to use the characteristic peak from cysteine to adjust instrument parameters. Therefore, the characteristic peak from Cu\(^+\) (m/z 63 and 65), which is close to m/z 76, was used to adjust instrument parameters. The copper disk with cysteine residue was introduced onto the tip of the direct insertion probe (DIP) and surrounded by a MACOR shield (Accuratus Corporation Phillipsburg, NJ). Finally, the DIP was inserted into the glow discharge chamber for 15 mins before turning on the glow discharge plasma. The distance between the copper cathode and ion exit orifice is 7 mm. After that, the mass spectra of cysteine samples were collected every 1.217 min from 0.5 to approximately 11.5 mins at 2.1 ms during the afterpeak regime. The average signal intensity of 3 runs for each concentration of standard was employed to create a calibration curve over the range of concentrations of cysteine standard. The mass spectrometer used in this study is a linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (R.M. Jordan Co., Grass Valley, CA), which is positioned orthogonally to the ion beam from glow discharge. Operation conditions for the TOF mass spectrometer are shown in Table 3.1. Further details of the TOF mass spectrometer and data collection were described previously.\textsuperscript{24}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 3.1</strong> TOF-MS operating parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time of Flight</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight path length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ion lenses potential</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflector (X1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflector (Y1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vacuum conditions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight tube</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Characteristic Mass Spectra of Cysteine by GD-MS

The pulsed glow discharge generates temporal variation in the ionization environment through each pulse cycle. Consequently, cysteine exhibits time dependent ion signal profiles during three different temporal regimes: the prepeak, plateau and afterpeak. Previous research found that there were no ion signals from sample within the prepeak regime, because it takes some time for sample to be sputtered and diffused into the negative glow before ionization.\(^{4,27-29}\) Because the prepeak regime is not analytically useful in this study, only plateau and afterpeak regimes were studied for determination of cysteine. For each temporal regime, mass spectra of blank and cysteine were collected and compared to identify the characteristic peak for cysteine. Before analysis by GDMS, the blank was prepared by evaporation of water loaded on the pure copper disk in vacuum desiccator, and droplets of the cysteine solution were dried on the cathode surface and sputtered by GD.

During the plateau regime, electron ionization, Penning ionization and charge transfer coexist in the negative glow, which can induce higher degree fragmentation compared to afterpeak regime. The ion signals of sample reach and remain at the steady state until the power termination.\(^{27,30}\) Fig. 3.1a and Fig 3.1b show the mass spectra of a blank copper disk and a cooper disk with cysteine collected in the plateau regime (1.9...
Both the mass spectra exhibit the ion signals corresponding to argon gas such as $\text{Ar}^{2+}$, $\text{Ar}^+$ and $\text{Ar}_2^+$ (m/z 20, 40 and 80, respectively), and the copper isotopes at m/z 63 and m/z 65 are also observed. In addition, the ion signals of air composition are visible in the mass spectra, such as H$_2$O$^+$ (m/z 18), fragment ion OH$^+$ (m/z 17) and N$_2^+$ (m/z 28). Compared to mass spectrum of blank copper, mass spectrum of cysteine shows the primary fragment ion peak at m/z 76. Moreover, the enhancement of ion signals between m/z 20 to 30, compared to blank, arise from fragment ions from cysteine. The fragment ions of cysteine in this range were also observed in the standard NIST mass spectrum using electron ionization (EI) (Fig. 3.1c). However, the peaks in this region on the Fig. 1b are overlaid with the signals from air and argon gas. Therefore, it is hard to use peaks in this region for quantification of cysteine.

(a) Blank copper disk
Figure 3.1 Mass spectra of (a) Blank and (b) 30 µg/ml cysteine during plateau regime (1.9 ms), and (c) Standard EI mass spectrum of cysteine.26
Upon the termination of pulse power, the cathode species signals are enhanced by the increased population of metastable argon atoms, indicating the start of afterpeak regime. The surge of metastable argon atoms is induced by the recombination of thermalized electrons from collision and the argon ion. During the afterpeak, the energetic electrons lose their kinetic energy through collisional processes. Consequently, Penning ionization dominates the ionization process in this regime because of increased metastable argon atoms and decreased energetic electrons and argon ions.\textsuperscript{27, 30-31}

Compared to plateau, the formation of molecular ions and larger fragment ions are preferred because Penning ionization affords relatively soft ionization compared to electron ionization and charger transfer.\textsuperscript{28, 30}

The mass spectra of a blank copper disk and a copper disk with cysteine collected during the afterpeak at 2.1ms are shown in Figure 3.2. Both mass spectra showed the signal from copper isotopes (m/z 63 and 65) and argon dimer (m/z 80). Compared to the copper disk without cysteine, the cysteine exhibits several peaks appear between m/z 50 and 60 in the mass spectrum. These peaks may come from the fragmentation of cysteine. However, the signals of these peaks were too weak to be used for quantification. The primary fragment ion peak from cysteine is m/z 76, which is similar with that in plateau, corresponding to the loss of carboxylic acid group (-COOH). This strong fragment ion from cysteine was also observed previously in the standard NIST mass spectrum using electron ionization (EI) and in the mass spectrum (Fig. 3.1c) obtained from SIMS experiment.\textsuperscript{23, 26}

This characteristic ion is then used for quantification of cysteine using GDMS. In addition, the secondary ion mass spectrum of cysteine also showed molecular
ion peak [M+1]$^+$ (m/z 122), which was not observed by GDMS in our study, probably due to the different sample preparation method and ionization process. Instead of drying cysteine solution in the reservoir of a copper cathode, they dipped a foil of silver into cysteine-water solution to form a thin non-uniform layer on the surface.\textsuperscript{26} Compared to plateau, mass spectrum in afterpeak exhibits higher intensity of peak at m/z 76. Therefore, the quantification of cysteine was performed in afterpeak regime.

(a) Blank copper disk
3.3.2 Stability Tests of Characteristic Ion of Cysteine

The cysteine solution residue film was like a thin layer of powder left in the reservoir after drying. These small quantities of cysteine residue would make the signal of cysteine on the surface decrease gradually during the sputtering process. Therefore, it is important to find the suitable sampling time to quantify the cysteine using this method. To achieve this goal, signal intensity monitoring tests for the selected ion signal was performed with different concentration of cysteine solutions. Fig. 3.3 shows the temporal intensity profiles.
of characteristic ion peak of cysteine at different concentrations. The peak intensity change mode as time goes on is found to be similar for samples of different concentrations. The peak intensity drops faster at first 3 mins and then reaches a quasi-steady state between the fourth and fifth timing points for concentrations from 10 µg/ml to 40 µg/ml. Therefore, the average intensities of ion peaks at m/z 76 for the fourth and fifth timing points were used to make the calibration curve.

Figure 3.3 Temporal intensity profiles of characteristic ion peak (m/z 76) of cysteine at different concentrations.
3.3.3 Quantitative Analysis of Cysteine

The average quasi-steady intensities of 3 runs for each concentration were used for calibration. In Fig. 3.4, it shows the calibration curve of cysteine based on the peak height intensities of characteristic ion of cysteine (m/z 76). The error bars on the points of calibration curve correspond to the standard deviations of 3 replicates. The error bar tends to increase with concentration. The Fig. 3.4a shows the calibration curve for cysteine standards with concentration ranges from 10 µg/ml to 40 µg/ml. The correlation coefficient is 0.986 for this curve. The calibration curve including 0 µg/ml was also obtained, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9912 (Fig. 3.4b). Both of the calibration curves show good linearity. It proves the ability to quantify the cysteine by characteristic ion peak using GD-MS.
Figure 3.4 Calibration curves for cysteine standards based on the peak height intensity of $[\text{M-COOH}]^+$ (m/z 76) during afterpeak (2.1 ms).
3.4 Conclusions

In summary, the characteristic fragment ion at m/z 76 was found for analysis of cysteine. The calibration curve was generated using this fragment ion and show good linearity. With control of sample preparation procedure, the quantification of cysteine in solution was demonstrated using the time-of-flight pulsed glow discharge mass spectrometry.
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Chapter 4


Abstract

Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) is a well suitable technique for direct analysis of trace elements in solid state sample. Previous work developed a method to use GDMS for direct speciation of chromium (III, VI) and manganese (II, IV) in solid state samples based on specific cluster ions. Differentiation of three iron oxides has also been demonstrated by comparing ion abundance ratios using GDMS. In present work, the direct speciation of NbₓOᵧ in solid state materials is an extended application of GDMS. The effects of operating parameters, such as sampling time, sampling distance and power, to ion signal profiles are studied. It is found that the stoichiometry of metal oxides show a strong correlation with relative abundance distribution of metal oxide clusters ions and atomic ions, which is similar to the observation in iron oxide speciation using GDMS. With different signal intensity ratio between niobium oxide cluster ions and niobium atomic ion, the differentiation between NbO, NbO₂, and Nb₂O₅ is achieved under optimal operating conditions of pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry.
4.1 Introduction

Chemical speciation is of increased interest in many fields, such as environmental, nutritional, and materials chemistry.\textsuperscript{1-3} Elemental oxidation state speciation, one kind of chemical speciation, is very important because it can affect toxicity, bioavailability and transport of the element or affect properties of a material.\textsuperscript{3-6} For elemental speciation of a solid state sample, traditional methods usually involves separation methods (i.e. liquid chromatography and gas chromatography) coupled with elemental detection techniques (i.e. atomic spectroscopy and electrochemical detection). In general, the pretreatment procedures of the solid sample are required before analysis. For example, solid sample often need to be dissolved with solvents and may need other procedures like extraction, preconcentration or derivatization. These pretreatment procedures not only make the analysis time consuming, but also may change the elemental oxidation state in original sample.\textsuperscript{4-8}

To avoid alteration of elemental oxidation state in original sample during analysis, direct elemental speciation in solid state is preferred. X-ray techniques are widely used for direct elemental speciation in solid state materials.\textsuperscript{4} For example, the identification of the oxidation state of niobium at the metal/oxide interface of (Zr, Nb) alloys was performed using X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{1} In addition, several mass spectrometry based techniques with different ionization sources, such as laser microprobe mass spectrometry (LMMS), laser ablation mass spectrometry (LA-MS), and static secondary ion mass spectrometry (s-SIMS), are used for speciation of elemental
oxidation state. The previous studies found that the stoichiometry and valence of metal oxide show a strong correlation with relative abundance distribution of clusters ions and atomic ions. Michiels et al. used ion abundance ratios to differentiate three titanium oxides by LMMS. The iron oxides speciation was also demonstrated using the similar method via LMMS with time-of-flight analyzer. Aubriet et al. discriminated first-row transition metal oxides based on three methods, which are characteristic ions, ion abundance ratios, and a valence model.

Glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) is a well-established technique for direct analysis of trace elements in solid state sample. It separates the sputtering and ionization processes in time and space, leading to a decreased dependence of analytical signal on matrix and a representative population of species from the original sample. Introduction of pulsed glow discharge makes the mass spectra tunable in time because it provides different ionization environments in three different time regimes: prepeak, plateau, and afterpeak. Variations in temporal and spatial sampling as well as variations in operating power enable tuning of the internal energy distribution of the glow discharge so that the chemical speciation can be performed at elemental, structural and molecular level. Using GDMS coupled with gas chromatography (GC), Lewis et al. demonstrated that elemental, structural and molecular information can be obtained nearly simultaneously. Later on, the application of GDMS to chemical speciation was extended to speciation of elemental oxidation state in this lab. With pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry, direct speciation of chromium (III, VI) and manganese (II, IV) in solid state samples were achieved based on characteristic ions. Gu et al. successfully differentiated FeO, Fe₂O₃, and Fe₃O₄ by comparing ion abundance ratios using the same
technique.  All these three metals, studied for speciation of their oxides using GDMS, belong to the first row of transition metals.

The present work extends the application of pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry to the direct speciation of niobium, which is a transition metal in second row. Niobium and its oxides are promising as a material for superconducting materials, semiconductors, specialty glasses, catalysts and sensors.  Niobium oxidation state speciation is important because the performance of a material can be affected by oxidation state of niobium.  In this work, we adapted the techniques developed for elemental speciation of other elements in this lab to discriminate between NbO, NbO$_2$, and Nb$_2$O$_5$. Temporal ion signal profiles of niobium oxides (Nb$_x$O$_y$) are presented, and the effect of operating conditions (i.e. sampling distance and power) on these ion signals are discussed. Under optimized conditions, the differentiation of three niobium oxides is achieved based on ion abundance ratios. This work further demonstrates the ability of pulsed GDMS to provide elemental oxidation state speciation by ion abundance ratios.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Sample Preparation

Analytical reagent grades of niobium (II) oxide (NbO), niobium (IV) oxide (NbO$_2$), niobium (V) oxide (Nb$_2$O$_5$) were purchased from commercial suppliers (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA). Three niobium oxides were mixed with spectroscopic grade copper powder
(Matheson Company Inc., East Rutherford, NJ) separately at 1:3 (w:w) ratio. The mixed powders were then homogenized for 2 minutes using a laboratory mixer (Wig-L-Bug, SPEX, Edison, NJ). Each mixture was then compacted at 4000 psi for 30 min to produce sample disks with 5 mm diameter and 3.5 mm height. All constituent powders and pressed pellets were baked overnight in oven at 110 °C before use.

4.2.2 Pulsed Glow Discharge TOF Mass Spectrometer

The GD plasma was supplied by powering a 13.56 MHz radio frequency (RF) generator (Model RF 10-S, RF Plasma Product Inc., Marlton, NJ) coupled with an automatic matching network (Model AM-10, RF Plasma Product Inc., Marlton, NJ). The applied power, pulse width, and duty cycle were controlled by the RF power supply system in internal pulsing mode. In this work, the pulse width was set at 5 ms with a duty cycle of 25%. Ultra pure argon (Airgas, Randor, PA), used as glow discharge supporting gas, was introduced into the glow discharge chamber. A metering valve was used to control the gas pressure at 0.3 Torr, which was monitored by a thermocouple pressure gauge (Varian, Lexington, MA).

Sample disks were introduced onto the tip of the direct insertion probe (DIP) and used as the glow discharge cathode. The sample cathodes were surrounded by a MACOR shield (Accuratus Corporation Phillipsburg, NJ) to make the sputtering occur only at the top surface of the sample disk. Finally, the DIP was inserted into the glow discharge chamber for 20 minutes before turning on the power. The mass spectrometer used in this study is a linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (R.M. Jordan Co., Grass Valley,
CA), which is positioned orthogonally to the ion beam from glow discharge. Operation conditions for the pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometer are shown in Table 4.1. Further details of this mass spectrometer and data collection were described previously.5–6, 22

**Table 4.1 Pulsed RF GD TOF-MS operating parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Glow discharge</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>0.3 Torr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating power</td>
<td>90 -130 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse duration</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty cycle</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling distance</td>
<td>7-15mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Time of Flight</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flight path length</td>
<td>1 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Ion lenses potential</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skimmer</td>
<td>-375 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractor</td>
<td>0 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeller</td>
<td>+250 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator</td>
<td>-1535 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflector (X1)</td>
<td>-1900 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflector (Y1)</td>
<td>-1550 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector</td>
<td>-1895 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Vacuum conditions</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate stage</td>
<td>10^{-5} Torr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight tube</td>
<td>10^{-6} Torr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Evaluation of Temporal Regimes

The application of pulsed glow discharge creates three distinct temporal regimes: prepeak, plateau, and afterpeak regimes. The different ionization environment over the pulse cycle results in variation of ion signal profiles for pure copper and niobium species.\textsuperscript{14} To compare the mass spectra of copper and niobium species in three temporal regimes, the glow discharge was operated using 0.3 Torr argon, 110W RF power, and 5 ms with 25% duty cycles. The sampling distance from cathode surface was 10 mm. Three types of niobium oxides (Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}) were investigated in this experiment: NbO, NbO\textsubscript{2}, and Nb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}.

**Prepeak.** Once the power is applied, the induced electrical discharge results in the surge of energetic electrons. Consequently, the electron ionization is dominant during several hundred microseconds after ignition of the discharge plasma, known as prepeak regime.\textsuperscript{13,23} Figure 4.1 shows the representative prepeak regime mass spectra for pure copper and Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}/Cu mixtures collected at 0.3 ms after power-on. For both pure copper and Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}/Cu mixtures, discharge gas ions (i.e. Ar\textsuperscript{+} and Ar\textsuperscript{2+} at m/z 40 and 20, respectively), arising from electron ionization between argon and energetic electrons, are the primary signals observed in the mass spectra. Ion signals from copper and niobium oxides are not observed in the prepeak because it takes some time for cathode species to be sputtered, diffuse into the negative glow and be ionized. The mass spectra of NbO, NbO\textsubscript{2} and Nb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5} are similar to each other in the prepeak regime.
(a) Pure copper

(b) 25% NbO + 75% Cu
(c) 25% NbO$_2$ + 75% Cu

Figure 4.1 Time resolved mass spectra of (a) pure copper, (b) 25%NbO+75%Cu, (c) 25% NbO$_2$+75%Cu, and (d) 25%Nb$_2$O$_5$+75%Cu samples during the plateau (0.3 ms). Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, operating power 110 W, pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle, and sampling distance 10 mm.
Plateau. At ~1 ms after power pulse application, the glow discharge plasma reaches and remains at the quasi-equilibrium state until the power termination, this time domain is the plateau regime. During this period, the ionization process is a combination of electron ionization, Penning ionization and charge transfer ionization, which is analogous to what occurs in a continuous glow discharge. The ion signals of discharge gas and cathode material co-exist at the steady state in plateau region.\textsuperscript{5,13} As shown in Figure 4.2, plateau mass spectra of Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}/Cu collected at 4.9ms exhibit ion signals from argon gas, copper, and niobium oxides. For the mass spectra obtained from both pure copper and Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}/Cu mixtures, the ion signals corresponding to argon gas are observed at m/z 20 (Ar\textsuperscript{2+}), m/z 40 (Ar\textsuperscript{+}) and m/z 80 (Ar\textsuperscript{2+}), and the copper isotope peaks at m/z 63 and m/z 65 are also visible in the mass spectra. In addition, the ion signals from air are also present in the mass spectra, such as H\textsubscript{2}O\textsuperscript{+} (m/z 18) and fragment ion OH\textsuperscript{+} (m/z 17).

In addition to these ion signals, the three types of niobium oxides exhibit both atomic ion (Nb\textsuperscript{+} at m/z 93) and cluster ions (NbO\textsuperscript{+} at m/z 109 along with weaker signal NbO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} at m/z 125) in the mass spectra. However, no specific ion was detected for Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}/Cu to enable speciation in the plateau regime.
(a) Pure copper

(b) 25% NbO + 75% Cu
(c) 25% NbO$_2$ + 75% Cu

(d) 25% Nb$_2$O$_5$ + 75% Cu

**Figure 4.2** Time resolved mass spectra of (a) pure copper, (b) 25%NbO+75%Cu, (c) 25% NbO$_2$+75%Cu, and (d) 25%Nb$_2$O$_5$+75%Cu samples during the plateau (4.9 ms). Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, operating power 110 W, pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle, and sampling distance 10 mm.
**Afterpeak.** Upon pulse power termination, the energetic electrons lose their kinetic energy through collision process. The recombination of thermalized electrons and argon ions results in the surge of metastable argon atoms which enhances the Penning ionization in afterpeak regime. Also, cathode species signals are enhanced by the increased population of metastable argon atoms. Previous studies found that Penning ionization dominates in the afterpeak regime.\(^{13,24-25}\) Compared to electron ionization and charge transfer ionization, Penning ionization prefers to generate larger ions like molecular ions or cluster ions because it affords relatively soft ionization.\(^{14}\) Traditionally, this region is more useful for metal oxide speciation.\(^{5-6,16}\)

(a) Pure copper
(b) 25% NbO + 75% Cu

(c) 25% NbO₂ + 75% Cu
Figure 4.3 Time resolved mass spectra of (a) pure copper, (b) 25%NbO+75%Cu, (c) 25% NbO$_2$+75%Cu, and (d) 25%Nb$_2$O$_5$+75%Cu samples during the plateau (5.2 ms). Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, operating power 110 W, pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle, and sampling distance 10 mm.

Figure 4.3 shows mass spectra obtained from pure copper and Nb$_x$O$_y$/Cu mixtures in the afterpeak regime (0.2 ms after power termination). For the pure copper pellet (Figure 4.3a), the ion intensities of copper increases dramatically compared to plateau regime. The copper dimers (m/z 126, 128 and 130) can also be seen as well as the copper ions at m/z 63 and m/z 65. In Figure 4.3b, 4.3c, and 4.3d, three Nb$_x$O$_y$ species exhibit the same niobium related ions(Nb$^+$, m/z 93; NbO$^+$, m/z 109; NbO$_2^+$, m/z 125), and their signals are also enhanced significantly. Characteristic ions of the different Nb$_x$O$_y$ species...
are still not found in afterpeak regime. However, NbO, NbO₂, and Nb₂O₅ are found to yield
different distributions of NbₓOᵧ related ions, so the ion intensity ratios between these ions
can be used to differentiate the three NbₓOᵧ species. This will be discussed in the NbₓOᵧ
speciation section.

The afterpeak regime was selected for niobium speciation because of the higher
intensity of both atomic ions and cluster ions arising from niobium species. As mentioned
earlier, Penning ionization is dominant during the afterpeak regime. In this regime, the
sputtered niobium species population remains relatively stable, and ion intensities of
analytes are related to the population of metastable argon atoms which is main ionization
reagent in this regime.²⁵-²⁶

To identify the optimal delay time to obtain the mass spectra for speciation, the
signal of Nb⁺, NbO⁺, and NbO₂⁺ were monitored at different delay times using a pellet
containing 25%NbO and 75%Cu, as shown in Figure 4.4. Initially the signal intensities of
analyte ion peaks increase with time and reach the maxima around 5.2 ms when the
metastable argon population reaches the highest value. After 5.2 ms, signals of both
atomic ions and cluster ions decay continually and reach lower level at 5.4 ms because
of the decline in the number of the metastable argon atoms. Therefore, 5.2 ms was found
to afford the strongest signal of analyte ions.
Figure 4.4 Effect of delay time on Nb+, NbO+ and NbO2+ in afterpeak regime using 25%NbO +75%Cu pellet. Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, operating power 110 W, pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle, and sampling distance 10 mm. Each data point is the average intensities of 3 measurements for each time.

4.3.2 Evaluation of Sampling Distance

The main analytical signal in mass spectrum comes from ions formed in the vicinity of ion exit orifice. Changing the sampling distance can therefore change the region of glow discharge plasma sampled and exhibit different ion signal profiles of analyte.\textsuperscript{14, 27} The sampling distance is adjusted by varying the distance between the cathode and ion exit orifice. To identify the optimal sampling distance for niobium speciation, the spatial distribution of atomic ions and cluster ions of NbO were examined by changing the
sampling distance from 7 mm to 15 mm. The plasma was operating at 110 W and 0.3 Torr with a delay time at 5.2 ms.

Figure 4.5 shows the ion signal distribution of Nb\(^+\), NbO\(^+\), and NbO\(_2^+\) respectively with various sampling distance. Ion signals are very weak at 7 mm. From 7 to 11 mm, the intensity of atomic ion Nb\(^+\) increases gradually and reaches the maximum at 11 mm. Peak intensity then starts decreasing as distance further increases. Signal intensities of both cluster ions (NbO\(^+\) and NbO\(_2^+\)) increase from 7 mm to 10 mm, exhibit the maxima at 10 mm, and then start to decrease at 11 mm. The previous studies found that both the metastable argon atom population and Penning ionization maximized around 5-10 mm in the afterpeak regime. The similar result with previous studies further confirms that the cluster ions are generated mainly through Penning ionization\(^{14,24}\) By contrast, the atomic ion Nb\(^+\) signal exhibit the maximum value at the longer distance, which is consistent with the previous studies for metal oxide\(^{6,16}\) This phenomenon indicates that the atomic ion is formed by both Penning ionization and dissociation of cluster ions.
**Figure 4.5** Effect of sampling distance on the ion signal profiles for representative 25%NbO +75%Cu pellet in afterpeak regime (5.2 ms). Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, operating power 110 W and pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle. Each data point is the average intensities of 3 measurements for each distance.

**4.3.3 Evaluation of Operating Power**

The previous work in our lab found that the operating power can affect ion signal intensities significantly.6, 14, 16 The effect of power on ion intensities was examined by changing the operating power from 90 W to 130 W. The sampling distance was fixed at 10 mm, and the discharge gas pressure remained at 0.3 Torr. The representative sample used for this test was 25%NbO +75%Cu pellet. At power below 90 W, the signal was very weak. The Figure 4.6 shows the intensities of Nb+, NbO+, and NbO$_2$+ versus
operating power in afterpeak regime. The intensity of Nb\(^{+}\) keeps on increasing as higher power is applied because the increased operating power not only increases sputter rate, but also increases the population of metastable argon atoms used for Penning ionization. NbO\(^{+}\) ion intensity increases from 90 W to 120 W and reaches the maximum at 120 W. The NbO\(_2^{+}\) exhibits similar trend and reaches the maximum at 110 W. These results indicate that increasing the power may increase the possibility of cluster ion dissociation because of more energetic species in the negative glow. In addition, the ion signals of niobium species tend to be unstable when the operating power is higher than 110 W.
Figure 4.6 Effect of operating power on \( \text{Nb}^+ \), \( \text{NbO}^+ \) and \( \text{NbO}_2^+ \) in afterpeak regime (5.2 ms) using 25%\( \text{NbO} +75\% \text{Cu} \) pellet. Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle, and sampling distance 10 mm. Each data point is the average intensities of 3 measurements for each operating power.

4.3.4 Speciation of Niobium Oxides (\( \text{Nb}_x\text{O}_y \))

As discussed above, no characteristic ions were found for any niobium oxide species. \( \text{NbO} \), \( \text{NbO}_2 \), and \( \text{Nb}_2\text{O}_5 \) all exhibit similar mass spectra in afterpeak regime with \( \text{Nb}^+ \), \( \text{NbO}^+ \), and \( \text{NbO}_2^+ \) (m/z 93, 109 and 125). In the past, it was found that \( \text{NbO}_2^+ \) is the most stable niobium cluster ions \( \text{Nb}_x\text{O}_y^+ \) (\( x \geq 2 \)) in both theoretical and experimental studies.\textsuperscript{28-29} The observation of \( \text{NbO}_2^+ \) in present work is consistent with the previous studies for stability of niobium cluster ions. Nevertheless, larger niobium cluster ions,
which were previously observed in the experimental study, are not shown in the mass spectra (Figure 4.3) of the present work. However, the method to form cluster ions is different from that in our study, and they used laser ablation of pure niobium metal to react with oxygen to form niobium cluster ions.\textsuperscript{29} Compared with glow discharge, this method provides a cooler collision environment, which favored survival of larger cluster ions. It may because of lower sputtering rate for larger neutral niobium oxide clusters and the dissociation of larger sputtered neutral clusters and larger cluster ions. In Dong’s study, the neutral niobium oxide clusters (Nb\textsubscript{x}O\textsubscript{y}), which were formed in laser induced plasma, generated Nb\textsuperscript{+} and small cluster ions NbO\textsuperscript{+}, and NbO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} using 193 nm multi-photon ionization, which is similar to our observation.\textsuperscript{30} Chen et al. compacted Nb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5} powder into a pellet following by ablation of Nb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5} pellet in pure argon gas using 532 nm laser. They also only observed small cluster ions using this method which is more similar with our method.\textsuperscript{31}

As mentioned in previous discussion, Penning ionization is the main ionization mechanism in the glow discharge plasma during the afterpeak regime. The main mechanism for formation of NbO\textsuperscript{+} and NbO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{+} would be expected as Penning ionization of neutral NbO and NbO\textsubscript{2}:

\begin{align}
\text{NbO} + \text{Ar}^+ &\rightarrow \text{NbO}^+ + \text{Ar} + \text{e}^- \\
\text{NbO}_2 + \text{Ar}^+ &\rightarrow \text{NbO}_2^+ + \text{Ar} + \text{e}^-
\end{align}

The source of neutral NbO and NbO\textsubscript{2} is related to the species released from the cathode. The cathode sputtering process can induce releasing of neutral atoms and molecules, cluster of cathode material, and electrons. Therefore, the neutral NbO and
NbO$_2$ can be generated from direct cathodic sputtering, recombination of sputtered Nb and O or NbO and O, and dissociation of larger neutral Nb$_x$O$_y$. Besides penning ionization, it is possible to form NbO$^+$ and NbO$_2^+$ by some aggregation mechanism such as following reactions:

\[ \text{Nb}^+ + \text{O} \rightarrow \text{NbO}^+ \quad (4-3) \]

\[ \text{NbO}^+ + \text{O} \rightarrow \text{NbO}_2^+ \quad (4-4) \]

The proportion of these mechanisms can be changed by experimental conditions. However, the intensity of niobium oxide cluster ions should relate to the abundance of oxygen in the niobium oxide. The previous studies also found that the stoichiometry and valence of metal oxide show a strong correlation with relative abundance distribution of clusters ions and atomic ions.$^9$-$^11$, $^{16}$ It is expected that the metal oxide species with higher oxygen content should have relative higher abundance ratio of metal oxide cluster ions over atomic ions. Therefore, the ratio of NbO$_x^+$ ($x = 1, 2$) and Nb$^+$ can be used to differentiate three niobium oxides. The results are shown in Figure 4.7, which is consistent with the proposed phenomenon. NbO with lowest oxygen abundance exhibits the lowest ratio (2.531); the ratio of NbO$_2$ is in the middle (3.195), and Nb$_2$O$_5$ with highest oxygen content shows the highest ratio (4.031).
**Figure 4.7** NbO\(_x^+\) (x=1,2) and Nb\(^+\) peak intensity ratios for NbO, NbO\(_2\), and Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) during the afterpeak (5.2 ms). Operating conditions: discharge pressure 0.3 Torr, operating power 110 W, pulse duration 5 ms with 25% duty cycle, and sampling distance 10 mm. Each data point is the average of 6 measurements for each species.
4.4 Conclusions

With careful control of operating parameters of pulsed glow discharge time-of-flight mass spectrometry, the resulting ion signal profiles enable the niobium oxides speciation. It is found that the stoichiometry of niobium oxides show a strong correlation with relative abundance distribution of niobium oxide clusters ions and niobium atomic ions. The niobium oxide species with higher oxygen content exhibit higher abundance ratio of metal oxide cluster ions versus atomic ions. The different ion abundance ratios permit direct speciation of NbO, NbO₂, and Nb₂O₅ in solid state samples.
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